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Abstract—This is a vision paper on incorporating of embodied
virtual agents into everyday operations of software testing team.
An important property of intelligent virtual agents is their
capability to acquire information from their environment as well
as from available data bases and information services. Research
challenges and issues tied up with development of intelligent
virtual assistant for software testing team are discussed.

Index Terms—software testing, virtual assistant, artificial in-
telligence

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in microelectronics and artificial intelli-

gence are turning smart machines and software applications

into first class employees. Quite soon work teams will rou-

tinely unite humans, robots and artificial agents to work

collaboratively on complex tasks, which require multiplex

communication, effective coordination of efforts, and mu-

tual trust built on long term history of relationships. Virtual

assistants are actively applied in health care [1], education

[2], [3], [4], elder care [5], laboratory automation [6], team

management [7], etc. Following this trend we discuss here

research challenges and issues tied up with development of

virtual assistant for a software testing team.

II. DATA DRIVEN SERVICE WORKFLOW

A. General Data Analysis Process

Different data analysis services have similar structure, which

is presented on fig. 1, see [8].

Fig. 1. Data science process [8]

Data driven software testing is not an exclusion. We start

with a real world application to be tested, collect raw data,

clean it up, process and explore, apply models and algorithms,

and then communicate reports to the decision maker. As the

systems to be tested scale up, so do tools and algorithms

for the data analysis, which collect tons of information about

the system behavior in different environments, contexts and

configurations. Then, all the collected knowledge is simplified

to be presented in a visual form of a short table or a standard

graphical chart. Interface of the analytic services with a human

is becoming a bottleneck, which limits the capacity of the

whole process, see fig. 2. That bottleneck is another reason

behind the demand for new types of interfaces.

Fig. 2. Fragment of scheme 1: transferring results from machine to a human is
the communication bottleneck, which limits the capacity of the whole service

Embodied conversational agents seem to be quite promising

in resolving that kind of limitation due to their ability to

acquire information from their environment as well as from

available data bases and information services, see [9].

B. Testing Distributed Financial Applications

Big data analysis in software testing has its specifics,

especially when testing distributed financial applications, see

scheme on Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Software Testing Data Analysis Service

All difficulties typical for testing of high load distributed

big scale systems are amplified by numerous regulations from
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local and international financial authorities. This is discussed

in details in [10], [11].

III. VIRTUAL ASSISTANTS IN TESTING TEAM

A. Motivating Example

Our study was inspired by papers [12] and [13], which

report on experience of using robot teams in inspecting lit-

toral environments for military, environmental, and disaster-

response applications. Field report [13] describes two deploy-

ments of heterogeneous unmanned marine vehicle teams at the

2011 Great Eastern Japan Earthquake response and recovery

by the Center for Robot-Assisted Search and Rescue (USA)

in collaboration with the International Rescue System Institute

(Japan) for port clearing and victim recovery missions using

sonar and video. The team was able to cover 80,000 m2 in

6 hours, finding submerged wreckage and pollutants in areas

previously marked clear by divers. Paper [12] shows that in

the exploration missions the cooperation between the vehicles

extends their capabilities beyond the capabilities of a single

vehicle.

Although these examples are not directly connected to

software testing, one can see many similarities. Indeed, the

testing process is about exploring the space of the system

states and traces with the goal to find hidden “wreckage and

pollutants”. Involving robots and artificial agents into this kind

of work looks quite a natural idea to consider. See e. g. recent

report by Accenture Labs, which presents an intelligence

testing advisor [14].

B. Virtual Assistant Architecture

In order to build an intelligent virtual assistant one needs to

combine in one project different technologies and tools from

different areas:

• User input understanding: audio speech recognition,

natural language understanding, user face recognition,

sentiment analysis and opinion mining, etc.

• Intelligent reasoning: context understanding, dialogue

management, social reasoning, domain specific knowl-

edge, user model, etc.

• Output generation: sentence construction, gaze, posture

and gesture generation, body animation control, audio

speech generation, etc.

Fig. 4. Architecture of SARA: the Socially Aware Robot Assistant [15]

See for example architecture of SARA [15]: the Socially

Aware Robot Assistant on fig. 4.

The good news is one does not have to develop all of these

modules from the scratch. Fig. 5 below shows components of

SARA architecture, which cover the domain specifics.

Fig. 5. Fragment of SARA architecture [15], which covers the domain
specifics

So a reasonable approach is to take existing of-the-shelf

modules related to natural language processing and conver-

sation control and extend them with a systematic knowledge

base management system able to keep everything related to

software testing skills and the domain expertise.

C. Software Testing Domain Knowledge

Quite many sources could be used to provide a virtual

assistant with software testing specific knowledge and skills.

First, countless test plans, defect reports and information

from bug tracking system form a meaningful corpus for

machine learning algorithms, see e.g. [16].

Second, existing learning materials and certification pro-

grams such as those produced by ISTQB [17] may provide

a good input for algorithms of information extraction from

textual definitions through deep syntactic and semantic analy-

sis, see e.g. [18].

Third, in order to represent and to associate semantics to

a large volume of test information a Reference Ontology on

Software Testing (ROoST) have been developed in [19]. The

ontology defines shared vocabulary to facilitate communica-

tion, domain specific knowledge representation, storage and

search. Fragment of ROoST’s testing process and activities

ontology is presented on fig. 6.

Similar projects are going on in other related fields. See [20]

for Common Domain Model developed by the International

Swaps and Derivatives Association, which provides a standard

digital representation of events and actions that occur during

the life of a derivatives trade, expressed in a machine-readable

format. That could be valuable when using virtual assistants

in testing the corresponding financial software.

For data collection one may use Parceval framework to deal

with technical complexities related to data acquisition, see

[21]. Another related project for for advanced data analysis

in software development is Q-Rapids, see e. g. [22].

D. Sample Application: System Logs Analysis

Error logs are one of the high-volume data types that

are generally analyzed in QA processes. Log database of a
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Fig. 6. ROoST’s testing process and activities sub-ontology [19]

production system can normally contain up to a million records

a day, which makes automation a necessity. Some of the

typical questions that a test engineer needs to provide answers

to, include:

• What new errors appeared today?

• Are there any traces of recent bugs we fixed? Especially,

related to issue we saw yesterday?

• When was the last major change in logs structure and

characteristics?

• What applications logged abnormal number of errors

today?

• What kind of anomaly was detected in recent logs?

With any of these questions, using virtual assistants features

would much facilitate day to day work of a test engineer.

Behind the answers, there should be an ML-based bug clas-

sification system, such as one described in our previous work

[23], to which the virtual assistant would be an interface.

Besides, this virtual assistant should also feature context-

awareness and understanding questions in natural language,

which makes a positive difference to traditional analytic and

visualization tools. Being part of a hybrid team, a virtual

assistant of this kind would streamline normal work and

provide a shorter learning curve for new engineers.

E. Deployment and Team Integration Issues

It is rather clear that all sides of team work will be affected

when a robot or a virtual agent is added as a new member to

a software testing team. Here are some of the issues:

• Task distribution will heavily depend on the intellectual

and social abilities of virtual assistants, see [24].

• Work structure will change due to new communica-

tion structure and role differentiation (see research on

multimodal human-computer interaction [25], models of

conversations [26], and situation awareness [27]).

• Team characteristics will be affected too due to rear-

ranged power distribution, new levels of member diversity

and the resulting team climate (see research on trust in

hybrid teams [28] and culture related specifics of virtual

agents [29]).

• Team processes seem to be affected a lot (see papers on

human-robot collaboration [30], [31]).

• Team interventions will have to include specific training

for humans and calibration or update procedures for

virtual agent, see e.g. paper [32], which discusses the role

of explanation in coordination in human-agent teams, and

also [33].

• Measurements of team performance, team viability,
team member satisfaction will have to take into account

presence of artificial team members (see research on

building close and harmonious relationship with virtual

agents [34], and hybrid human-robot team efficiency

[35]).

IV. CONCLUSION

Software systems become more and more complex and life

critical. In order to keep their quality up on the necessary

level we build software to test software. Smart testing software

should incorporate all state of the art algorithms of complex

data analysis, but also it should implement modern communi-

cation interfaces to transfer all findings about the tested system

behavior from machine to human. Recent advances in machine

learning and artificial intelligence provide us with a new type

of interface, artificial virtual assistant, which may improve

software testing process as well.
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